“Without a doubt, Horton products
have made a difference.”
Mike Frost Owner, Mike Frost Trucking, Inc.

Fully Variable Fan Drives are
engineered to provide precision
control of larger cooling fans.
Truck owners can improve their fuel economy, reduce engine noise
and increase available engine horsepower by installing Horton
Modulator Fully Variable Speed Fan Drive on their vehicles.
Mike Frost owns and operates Mike Frost Trucking, Incorporated
in Varnell, Georgia. His company provides long-haul transportation
services in the southeast and western United States. A number
of Mr. Frost’s rigs came with Horton products pre-installed
from the factory. Several others have benefited from Horton’s
performance-tested line of aftermarket upgrade packages.
“The Horton Modulator has made quite a difference affecting
several different aspects of my operation,” says Frost. “My drivers
appreciate the quieter operation of the Modulator. Most times they
don’t even hear it engage.”

The Modulator RCV250 Fully Variable Fan Drive
is designed to turn the vehicle’s fan at the exact
speed required to maintain the engine’s optimal
cooling range. The fan drive’s lower idle speed
means decreased parasitic loss and more
available horsepower for the vehicle.
“The variable speed operation of the Modulator
also prevents a lot of wear and tear on belts and
tensioners because the fan isn’t always on, and
this translates to lower maintenance costs and
more uptime. But in my business, it’s all about
mileage,” says Frost.
Since he began testing the Modulator RCV250,
Mr. Frost has seen fuel economy improvements
of approximately 1/10th of gallon over
competitive products. Multiply those savings
across an entire fleet for a year and it’s easy
to understand why Mike Frost Trucking has
embraced Horton products.
“The Modulator is already paying significant
dividends in the form of substantial fuel savings.
Horton really has something here, says Frost.
“I believe that this will take the market and it will
be standard on all trucks before too long.”

Modulator ® RCV250 Fully Variable Fan Drive Specifications
Up to 250 N-m [2,113 in.-lbs.] (on/off), 225 N-m
[1,991 in.-lbs.] (fully variable)
Configurations of 6 – 13 blades;
660 – 1,092 mm [26 – 43 in.] diameters

Maximum torque
Typical fan blade capacity
Typical engine horsepower range

350 – 500 kW [469 – 671 hp]

Inside Information

Plastic, Metal and Composite Fans

Our expertise in research and development processes, material selection,
precision machining and assembly translates into the highest quality,
most dependable airflow solutions.
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Optimized stationary
magnet coil design

Speeds reaction time, increases modulation and cooling
control, eliminates a bearing

Lower idle speed
[100 rpm or lower]

Decreased parasitic loss, for more available horsepower
for the vehicle and less fuel consumption

Double-row bearing

Increased durability and product life

Innovative reservoir,
actuator and valve
system

Faster response time and lower off-speed for maximum
efficiency

Hub bearing supports
only belt loads

Decreases bearing load and increases bearing and
product life

Front-located cover
bearing

Reduces temperature of bearing, increases grease life
and supports fan weight

No anti-rotation strap

Eliminates the need to replace the fan clutch when belt
breaks, improves reliability, easier OE installation

Housing and cover with
optimized fins

Greater heat dissipation
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Horton’s innovative line
of WindMaster plastic,
metal and composite
fans are designed
for a broad range
of applications and
operating conditions.
Designed to provide
increased airflow and
optimal cooling, there
is a WindMaster fan to
meet your needs.

Committed to Your Ideal
Airflow Solution
Horton® is a global airflow industry
leader in reliability, service and
innovation. Our responsive reps and
resourceful engineers have built their
reputation on delivering the perfect
solution for any highway or off-highway
application. Trust Horton to give you
precisely what you need to meet your
specs, improve performance and
minimize downtime.
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Mauro Ferreira
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*ISO/TS 16949, ISO 14001 and
ISO 9001 Certified
**ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 Certified

